
Organizations invest significant money, time, and resources in 
Documentum® to achieve financial and operational excellence, enhance 
business performance, increase employee productivity, and enable 
compliance. To ensure the maximum return on investment, it’s imperative to 
fully protect repository information and ensure it remains available 24x7.  

CYA SmartRecovery™ protects Documentum investments by enabling rapid, 
“hot” recovery in response to operational incidents/ logical loss. It performs 
hot, consistent backups that enable one, several, or thousands of objects 
to be quickly restored back to the repository in their original states by a 
single administrator — all while Documentum stays online.  

CYA SmartRecovery’s application-aware technology works seamlessly with 
enterprise backup solutions to meet or exceed RTO’s and achieve RPO’s of just 15 minutes. Recovering information is as simple as 

browsing the folders and documents from CYA SmartRecovery’s intuitive interface and selecting what you wish to recover.  

CYA SmartRecovery for Documentum
Recover quickly from operational incidents and reduce data loss to minutes 

Highlights & Features Benefits

Performs hot, granular recovery of

Documentum objects (content and 

metadata) 

Ensures business continuity and helps meet/exceed SLA’s by enabling one, 
several, or thousands of objects to be quickly restored back to the repository in their 
original states while Documentum stays online.  

Enables hot, consistent backups

of content and metadata

Maximizes uptime, ensures data integrity and facilitates rapid response to audits, 
inspections, and litigation by capturing, validating, and preserving objects in a 
synchronized, single pass without any system downtime.  

Purges records automatically Aligns with Documentum Retention Policy Services to destroy content and metadata upon its 

removal from Documentum. Enables administrators to specify a retention period triggering permanent 

deletion of expired records from the CYA backups.  

Reduces data loss window Enhances existing disaster recovery strategies by working seamlessly with traditional 
backup solutions to achieve RPOs of just 15 minutes in the event of a disaster.  

Preserves Documentum

encryption

Repository encryption is preserved to prevent intruders from reading content even if they obtain 

unauthorized access to repository content files. 

Tracks ‘lost’ information Ensures rapid, painless recovery by enabling administrators to see at a glance what has been lost/

deleted from the repository. 

Recovers folders in one step Facilitates fast recovery by allowing administrators to view the folder structure of the docbase within the 

CYA SmartRecovery interface, and select folder names to quickly recover all or specific  files within the 

folders. 

Supports multiple languages Supports international character sets for easy global deployment. 

Requires minimal system resources Utilizes the same memory and CPU resources as just one Documentum user, 
allowing CYA backup jobs to run as often as every 15 minutes. 

An intuitive interface leverages the layout of the Documentum repository 
so that objects in need of recovery can be quickly and easily located.  
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Recover from Operational Incidents 

Documentum-aware backup and recovery while 

repository is online  

Over 350 checks to verify integrity and 
proactively report inconsistencies 

Incremental backup of changes in repository 
reducing data loss to within 15 minutes 

Rapid recovery of metadata and content (objects) 
with no system downtime 

Records are expunged from backups when retention 

periods have expired 

Content and associated metadata stored on disk for 
fast recovery in CYA backups 

Provides seamless recovery when CYA backups are 

stored in traditional backup applications  

Reduces storage by streaming content directly to select 

enterprise backup solutions. Leveraging de-duplication 

can further reduce storage costs. 

Preserves Documentum content server encryption 
Recover from full system failures and disasters 

Complements CYA HOTBackup for a full or incremental backup of Documentum components 

Complements file system backup solutions to reduce data loss to within 15 minutes 

The CYA SmartRecovery Backup Process

CYA SmartRecovery’s Documentum-aware, proprietary technology understands the technical relationships between objects and 

operates in a “hot” (live) mode. CYA SmartRecovery backup files are compressed and stored on low cost storage devices such as 

network attached storage (NAS). The solution reduces storage requirements by capturing data only once, unless it has been modified. 

Integration with Documentum APIs means no disruption to the repository, and ensures the integrity of the backups required for a 

recovery operation. An optional CYA Extender module enables content to be backed up directly to select enterprise backup systems 
to further reduce storage space requirements and costs. 

Supported Documentum Content Server Objects 

Documents

• Renditions

• Retention schedules

• Permission sets

• Workflow instances
and lifecycle states

• Custom attributes

Cabinets, Folders

• Permission sets

Users

• Login name, domain,
home repository

• Default folder, group
and permission set

• State

Audit Trails

• Original date and
timestamps

• Event name

• Event source

• Audited object ID

• Workflow ID

Groups

• Name, alias set

Miscellaneous

• Workflow templates

• Custom types

• Notifications

• Subscriptions

Documentum Content Server

• 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 7.x

Repository Configurations

• Standalone

• Distributed storage

• Federated

Relational Database

• Microsoft SQL Server

• Oracle

• IBM DB2

Operating Systems

• Microsoft Windows

• Sun Solaris

• IBM AIX

• Red Hat Linux

• HP-UX

System Backup Applications

• EMC NetWorker

• EMC Avamar

• EMC Centera

Supported Documentum Environments 




